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TRX Force Tactical Kit £198.00

Product Images

Short Description

Train in military style so you're for any mission and develop strength, endurance, power and mobility. The
TRX tactical can be set up in a matter of seconds and packs away into a neat running backpack so can be
used on the move.

Why The TRX Force Tactical Kit?
The TRX force tactical kit has everything you need to get started including 3 different types of anchors and a
12 week progressive Tactical Conditioning Program suitable for all levels of ability. With a max loading of
973kg you know the TRX force kit will stand up to the test.

What Do You Get?
TRX Force Suspension Trainer (The toughest, lightest suspension trainer)
Xtender Strap (For attaching your TRX to high or oversized anchor points)
Suspension Anchor (so you can set it up anywhere)
Door Anchor (for training at home)
Door Placard (for safe training)
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TRX Running Bag (The entire kit can be stowed in the Ripstop nylon/mesh running bag and worn as a
backpack)
Tactical Conditioning Program (The guide is made from tearproof/waterproof paper and includes 4
pull-out exercise maps and 2 instructional DVDs featuring 3 real-time workout modules, set-up and use
instructions, and a robust exercise library.)

TRX Tactical (Armed Forces)
Designed for use by athletes and the armed forces, the TRX tactical is one of the most functional pieces of
training equipment available. It is ultra-light and durable making it ideal for use in military bases at home and
abroad. It can be packed into a carry backpack so tactical teams can take it when on the move and set it up
anywhere.

The TRX allows for an unlimited number of upper, lower and core exercises to be performed and you will
definitely see the results. If you require a large quantity of these for a military base or club please contact us
for bulk discounts.

Additional Information

SKU TRXF

Weight 1.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty 1 Year
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